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“The workshop has been
instrumental in terms of
developing our relationships
with industry partners - we
have a deeper understanding
of how they want to work
with us and some new ideas
for collaborative projects”

Keys to Success
1. Early Involvement of
our Team in the event

2. Clear communication to
participants about the
event content

3. Relevant and wellstructured activities
based around pivotal
questions set by the
client

Mapp, Advanced Manufacturing Project

What was the collaborative challenge?
Mapp is a funded Manufacturing Hub for the UK Research focusing on advanced
powder processes. The team has a vision to use powder-based manufacturing to
provide low energy, low cost and low waste high value manufacturing options.
The team combines cutting edge research innovation with practical application
within manufacturing. It has therefore been critical throughout the project to
engage and consult with industrial partners.
The team wanted to run an update for their industrial partners that went beyond
the standard presentation and lunch/networking. They wanted the event to be
immersive and to provide opportunities throughout for academics and industrial
partners to really connect together so that future collaboration would be possible.
They sought out professional facilitators to work with them on the design and
facilitation of the event so that it would be engaging, active and distinctive

What was the impact of event?
During the event the frequent changes of groups provided many opportunities for
discussion and connection. The final activity was an open forum which provided
the opportunity for individuals to propose ideas for future investigation and gain
insight from others on this idea. We knew the connecting had worked well
because many of the group stayed after the event had closed to continue their
conversations and exchange contact details.
The event generated new ideas for collaborative projects. All partners were able
to articulate their expectations of each other and this has helped provide clearer
guidance for effective collaborative relationships

What were the benefits of working with facilitators?
The format of the day meant that participants were kept engaged throughout;
there was none of the usual “drift” after lunch.
By working closely with us the team created a format which met their needs and
had clearly defined outputs which we helped to capture so they had a record to
take forward to develop the project
To arrange an event for your team contact Christine: 07941 971904
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